
ALLY

4 x CLEAR RIOT SHIELD



BISEXUAL



COMING OUT

Alt idea would be an overhead scene showing the dancers ‘blossom-
ing’ open like a flower. Would be aided by long flowy dresses that 
change color between top and bottom (either as two separate colors 
or gradient color).Props that may work are large feathered fans.

White Jersey cube



DRAG 2 x GIANT FANS

RED CARPET



EXHIBITIONIST



FEMME

PINK SMOKE FXBUBBLE MACHINE



GAY



HETEROFLEXIBLE

I’m curious about practically incorporating mirrors to create a kind of inifinity effect or ka-
leidascope effect in camera. Is this something that could be achieved through art?

This dance will feature all five dancers in single file in front of camera - so the idea is to try 
use mirrors around and behind them to create an infinity.



INTERSEX



JUSTIFIED

NEON ALTAR 2 X FLOWER GIRL BASKETS

The idea here is to create an 
abstract version of a wedding 
procession leaving the altar. 

What else can we add? Maybe 
we cna create a walkway in a 

creative way?



KINK

Bondage instruments (cuffs or so), but must be colorful and bright.
Possibly can’t use rope. A silky blindfold could be nice here too.



LESBIAN



MASC



NON-BINARY

Thinking about doing something to create a zero-gravity moment here. The idea of non-binary 
is an individual’s denial to accept norms re: gender identity - so the idea is to translate that into 
someone suspended in the air, defying the physical laws of our world.

Could we do a wire-rig gag here?



OUT



PANSEXUAL

5 large flags that create a gradient from black to white. Each flag is a solid color, one black, 
one white, and the other three are intermediary grey shades.

Flags should be made of heavier material.



QUEER



REAL

Will want two standing mirrors. We’ll place the mirrors angled inwards 45 degrees. Two 
dancers start in front of the mirror. They back away, mirroring each others’ movements, and 
come together, face to face in a close up. 



S & M

Bondage harness, leash, wetdown. 



TRANSGENDER



UndecidED

Plastic chair. Primary color (probably yellow). 

Glass pane. 



VOGUE



WOMXN

4 ft. tall steps. 

Will show a female dancer pushing through male dancers to climb the stairs.

Crash pad.



XTRAVAGANT

What can we do here art-wise to make this a major spectacle?

Can we use big sparklers?



YOU



ZE


